
In 2005, Chef John Baez graduated from Le Cordon Bleu College
of Culinary Arts (formerly the Texas Culinary Academy). He joined 
Tommy Bahama in August 2011.

Chef John considers Anthony Bourdain as an influence and 
inspiration. After reading Mr. Bourdain’s book, “Kitchen Confidential,” 
he became serious about pursuing a career as a chef. His culinary 
philosopphilosophy focuses on three main flavors: sour, sweet and spicy.
In some of his dishes, one or two of these flavors may be more 
dominant than others. The end result, however, creates a harmony 
of flavors with every bite.

Chef John belieChef John believes that food should be inspiring. He likes Chef Roy 
Yamaguchi’s quote, “You’re only as good as your last plate so it’s 
important to finish strong.” This philosophy is demonstrated in his 
special dish, Truffled Thyme-Roasted Salmon with Sweet Yellow
Corn Purée, Wild Mushrooms and Lemon Scallion Vinaigrette.

Salt, bacon and butter are musts in Chef John’s kitchen, along with 
his turning slicer. His best advice for cooking at home is that
recipes are only guidelines for creating a dish. recipes are only guidelines for creating a dish. Take the liberty
to add, remove or alter ingredients to suit the tastes and
preferences of yourself and others.

Looking ahead, Chef John believes that a trend of healthier eating 
will continue, with new, alternative ingredients and products
phasing out ingredients that many have become accustomed to.
He sees amaHe sees amaranth becoming the new quinoa, watercress becoming 
the new kale and cauliflower (once thought of as a boring bland 
vegetable suited solely for roasting) opening myriad culinary doors.

Chef John believes strongly in the “Life is One Long Weekend”
philosophy and likes to relax even while he is directing the
kitchen at Tommy Bahama.
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